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A Hierarchical Distributed Processing
Framework for Big Image Data
Le Dong, Member, IEEE, Zhiyu Lin, Yan Liang, Ling He, Ning Zhang,
Qi Chen, Xiaochun Cao and Ebroul Izquierdo, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper introduces an effective processing framework nominated ICP (Image Cloud Processing) to powerfully cope with
the data explosion in image processing field. While most previous researches focus on optimizing the image processing algorithms to
gain higher efficiency, our work dedicates to providing a general framework for those image processing algorithms, which can be
implemented in parallel so as to achieve a boost in time efficiency without compromising the results performance along with the
increasing image scale. The proposed ICP framework consists of two mechanisms, i.e. SICP (Static ICP) and DICP (Dynamic ICP).
Specifically, SICP is aimed at processing the big image data pre-stored in the distributed system, while DICP is proposed for dynamic
input. To accomplish SICP, two novel data representations named P-Image and Big-Image are designed to cooperate with MapReduce
to achieve more optimized configuration and higher efficiency. DICP is implemented through a parallel processing procedure working
with the traditional processing mechanism of the distributed system. Representative results of comprehensive experiments on the
challenging ImageNet dataset are selected to validate the capacity of our proposed ICP framework over the traditional state-of-the-art
methods, both in time efficiency and quality of results.
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I NTRODUCTION

F

Re

VER recent years, image processing has gained wide attention due to its comprehensive applications in various areas,
such as engineering, industrial manufacturing, military, and health,
etc.. However, in spite of its expansive development prospect, huge
data amount comes along and hence triggers severe constraints
on data storage and processing efficiency, which calls for urgent
solution to relieve such limitations. Particularly, since Web age
and search engine started to develop and boom, most real business
Web sites like Google, Baidu, Twitter, Facebook, etc. have to
deal with millions of users’ requests for image storage, indexing,
querying and searching within acceptable time. Furthermore, the
prosperity of big image data over recent years has undoubtedly
aggravated the challenge that current image processing field commonly faces. To this end, arduous efforts from related research
fields have been made so far to propose high-efficiency image
processing algorithms. Nonetheless, most of these efforts are only
focused on optimizing the image processing algorithms, while
totally neglecting the inherent deficiency of the single node based
processing procedure. Therefore, although previous works [1-9]
do have made some advancements to release the difficulties that
the image processing field faces, their performance is commonly
limited to a rather low level due to the inefficient processing based
on a single machine. What deserves to be noticed is that huge

O

quantities of image data are typically stored in a distributed system
accompanied by the growing popularity of big data. On the other
hand, cloud computing is a prevalent commercial infrastructure
paradigm that promises to eliminate the need for maintaining
expensive computing facilities by companies and institutes alike.
[10] has analyzed the performance of cloud computing services
for scientific computing workloads and drew the conclusion that
while current cloud computing services are insufficient for scientific computing at large, they may still be a good solution
for the scientists who need resources instantly and temporarily.
It is therefore significant to take full advantages of the abundant computing resources that the distributed system offers in a
cloud processing manner. Given the distributed resources, parallel
processing can undoubtedly achieve state-of-the-art improvements
when compared with the traditional processing methods limited to
a single machine, yet meanwhile, this attempt is a demanding challenge. In recent years, considering the high efficiency that parallel
processing brings, researchers have attempted to propose image
processing algorithms that can be implemented in parallel, among
which image classification [11], feature extraction and matching
[11-12] can serve as representative instances. All those algorithms
can run on multiple nodes in parallel and hence significantly
improves the time efficiency. At present, however, few general
frameworks are available for such image processing algorithms
that should have obtained better performance for their parallelism.
In 2010, Facebook proposed a framework called Haystack that
has accomplished significant improvements in huge image data
storage. However, since that the real applications call for both
storage and efficient processing, Haystack just cannot provide
desirable solutions for its lacking of the ability to process big
image data effectively. In this sense, a general framework aimed
at both big image data storage and effective processing is highly
demanded. To this end, MapReduce[14] deserves to be mentioned.
MapReduce[14] is recognized as a popular framework to
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handle huge data amount in the cloud environment due to its
excellent scalability and fault tolerance. Application programs
based on MapReduce can work on a huge cluster of thousands of
desktops and reliably process Peta-Bytes data in parallel. Owing to
this, time efficiency successfully gains a desirable improvement.
Until now, MapReduce has been widely applied into numerous
applications including data anonymization [15], text tokenization,
indexing and searching, data mining [16], machine learning [17],
etc.. Aimed at achieving higher time efficiency on the associated
applications, recent endeavors involve many industry giants to
make efforts by leveraging MapReduce. For example, Yahoo has
been working on a couple of real-time analytic projects, including
S4 and MapReduce Online [18]. In addition, IBM has been devoted to developing real-time products such as InfoSphere Streams
[20] and Jonass Entity Analytics software [21] used to analyze
stream data more accurately. Despite that these frameworks have
successfully implemented the efficient processing of text data and
stream data, they do little contribution to image processing field.
Motivated by these cases’ achievements and restrictions, we aim to
implement an effective processing framework for big image data
by the utilization of the cloud computing ability that MapReduce
provides.
In this paper, we present and analyze a novel effective distributed framework named ICP (Image Cloud Processing) which
is dedicated to offering a reliable and efficient model for vision
tasks [32-35]. The core design of ICP is to utilize the affluent
computing resources provided by the distributed system so as to
implement effective parallel processing. The elegant distributed
processing mechanism that ICP contains is defined from two
comprehensive perspectives: 1) efficiently processing those static
big image data already stored in the distributed system, such
as the task of image classification, image retrieval, etc. that do
not demand immediate response to the users but an efficient
processing instead; 2) timely processing those dynamic input
which needs to be processed immediately and return an immediate
response to the users, especially for the requests from the mobile
terminal, e.g., the image processing software in the users’s mobile
phone. Correspondingly, we call these two processing mechanisms
SICP and DICP, where S and D denotes Static and Dynamic,
respectively.
In order to accomplish the superiority of SICP which focuses
on employing the distributed resources to achieve cloud computing, we propose two novel image data representations named
P-Image and Big-Image which realize their potential with the
joining efforts of MapReduce. P-Image, where P denotes Pure,
only contains the necessary information including the filename,
the pixel values, and the width-height of the input image, all of
which are gained by decoding the initial input. Big-Image is a
special representation of file which is large enough to contain a
data file and an index file employed to store the P-Images and
record their corresponding offsets, respectively. With the effective
indexing structure, we can locate the P-Images at a high speed
and hence improve the time efficiency of the whole processing
procedure. In our SICP mechanism, Big-Image will replace the
role of traditional small image files to act as input. Concretely,
Big-Image will be partitioned into several groups to be processed
in parallel by utilizing the sufficient computing resources offered
by the distributed system. From this perspective, the design of
Big-Image will contribute a lot to boost time efficiency without
compromising the load performance. As for the DICP mechanism,
we design a Master Proxy and a Matching Module to achieve
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effective processing by making these two cooperators to work
with the inherent processing procedure of the distributed system
in parallel. Briefly, the Master Proxy receives requests from the
users and transmits the refined accessible parameters (e.g. image
filename and file extension) to the Matching Module. Then,
the configuration file in the Matching Module will be used to
match these parameters and determines whether the scheduling
mechanism should call the related response algorithms. Thus, high
stability and pressure resistance can be obtained via the DICP
mechanism when processing dynamic input.
In general, the significant contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:
1) The proposed ICP is implemented in parallel and
provides a general framework for image processing and
achieves a boost in time efficiency without compromising the
performance;
2) SCIP is aimed at efficiently processing large-scale
images that have already been stored in the distributed system.
Especially, two novel image processing algorithms named Pimages and Big-images are designed to avoid the repeated
and time-consuming decoding operation, as well as to release
memory consuming;
3) A complementary mechanism named DICP is applied
for the new-coming image files. The stability and pressure
resistance of DICP enable the requirement of dynamic input
and urgent processing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
highlights the related work. Section 3 presents an overview of the
ICP framework proposed in this paper. The SICP mechanism is
elaborated in Section 4. Section 5 details the DICP. Experimental
evidence that validates our work outperforms other techniques is
presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper with
directions for future work.
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R ELATED W ORK

No doubt that big data has successfully become a central
theme applied to large-scale computing problems in recent years.
Researches based on parallel computing and distributed system
have been carried out gradually, among which BigTable [22]
and GFS [23] proposed by Google are typical achievements.
Another representative work, i.e. MapReduce [14], is capable
of processing huge data amount in a parallel distributed manner
across numerous nodes. Just as well introduced in [16][19], there
are three main processing phases in MapReduce: the Map phase,
the Shuffle phase, and the Reduce phase. During the Map phase,
the input data is distributed across the mapper machines, where
each machine then processes a subset of the data in parallel and
produces some < key, value > pairs for each data record. Then,
during the Shuffle phase, these gained < key, value > pairs
are repartitioned and sorted within each partition so that values
corresponding to the same key can be grouped together into a
values set {v1, v2, . . . }. Finally, during the Reduce phase, each
reducer machine processes a subset of the < key, {v1, v2, . . . } >
in parallel and writes the final results to the distributed file system.
As the most widely known open-source architecture of
MapReduce, Hadoop [18][24] provides a reliable platform for
researches demanding high efficiency, huge storage, and accurate
analysis. By making use of Hadoop, significant improvements
have been achieved in many aspects, such as the high time
efficiency of file accessing and the requirement for real-time
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Static Image Data

Static Image Cloud Processing (SICP)
P-Image

Master Proxy

Result

Big-Image

Response
Algorithm

Matching Module

Classification
Retrieval
Detection
etc.

Dynamic Image Cloud Processing (DICP)
Dynamic Image Data

Fig. 1: ICP framework. Static image data is stored in the distributed system, followed by gaining the image data representation (P-Image
and Big-Image), response algorithms can be called to process the static image data. Dynamic image data is mainly distributed in users’
mobile terminals, followed by a Master Proxy and Matching Module, related response algorithms will be called according to the input
parameters.
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processing [25]. Besides, Hadoop has also been adopted to prompt
the development of large-scale image processing. At present,
attempts combined with Hadoop to implement big image data
processing mainly include two alternative approaches. The first
one is to regard Hadoop distributed computing framework as an
effective tool to reduce the time consumption of image processing.
For instance, [26] utilizes Hadoop to extract the SIFT [13]
(Scale-invariant feature transform) features and produce inverted
index files [27]; [11] employs Hadoop to achieve image feature
extraction and SVM training. Although both of these methods
have effectively improved the time efficiency of image processing
by the simple use of Hadoop, they lack adequate performance in
processing big image data due to their ignorance of the fact that
Hadoop is mainly developed for massive text processing. Without
any additional designs, it is hard to show the advantages of Hadoop
in processing large-scale images. Another alternative solution is
devoted to enhancing the ability of Hadoop in processing images,
namely, up to the text processing. The key point of this method is
to convert the image data to binary data stream at first and then
process these image data using the built-in data type of Hadoop
(e.g. BinaryWritable).
Note that image processing algorithms based on this method
often need to employ the surrounding pixel points around the
central one, whereas the traditional serialized processing of image
data does not support this operation.Some researchers have successfully improved the performance of Hadoop by implementing
the customized image data interface, recent examples of such
method include [28-29]. These approaches have showed their
progress in making the related image I/O formats distinguished by
Hadoop, however, distinct algorithms are required to implement
the conversion among different formats of image data. Furthermore, these methods neglect the parallelism and efficiency of the
image processing algorithms based on Hadoop platform.
Inspired by the deficiency and challenges of the existing
works, we propose a novel distributed processing framework
named ICP to achieve high time efficiency both in accessing
and processing the big image data stored on the cloud. While
drawing on ideas from aforementioned efforts, our goal is quite

different because we seek not only huge image scale but also the
time efficiency, which leads to very different designs. Section 3 to
Section 5 will elaborate the elegant design of our ICP.
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S YSTEM OVERVIEW

Our ICP framework consists of two complementary processing
mechanisms, i.e., SICP (Static Image Cloud Processing) and DICP
(Dynamic Image Cloud Processing). As shown in Fig.1, SICP is
aimed at processing those large-scale image data that have been
stored in the distributed system. Decode these static images first
to maintain the necessary information as their corresponding PImages which will be then stored in the data file contained in
Big-Image. Then, when image processing is required, we just
need to index the index file also stored in Big-Image to find the
demanded P-Images which provide the needed image information.
Given the needed image information, we can then implement the
related image processing algorithms aimed at image classification,
retrieval, detection, etc.. As for DICP, it is designed for the dynamic requests from the clients and must be able to return the results
immediately. Master Proxy accepts the client’s processing request
and delivers it to the Master working in the inherent mechanism
that the traditional distributed system owns. In parallel, Master
Proxy transmits the accessible parameters (e.g. the image filename
and file extension) refined from the requests to the Matching
Module in which these parameters will be matched with that set
beforehand according to real applications. If successfully matched,
the related response algorithms would be called and use the
information provided by the inherent Master-Slave mechanism of
the conventional distributed system to accomplish corresponding
image processing operation. From the working mechanism of
SICP and DICP, it is clear that SICP is fit for processing the
big image data pre-strored in the distributed system and real time
is not seriously demanded, while DICP is more applicable when
millions of mobile terminals simultaneously make a request of
image processing and demand for immediate response. Details of
SICP and DICP will be elaborated in subsequent sections.
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4

S TATIC I MAGE C LOUD P ROCESSING

Red Green Blue
0~255 0~255 0~255

Just as aforementioned, SICP is an effective distributed processing mechanism dedicated to processing the big image data that
have already been stored in the distributed system. In some sense,
SICP may contribute more to those real business Web sites like
Facebook, Google, Baidu, etc. which impose a high demanding on
efficiently processing large-scale image data. In order to take full
advantages of SICP, MapReduce is employed to cooperate with the
newly designed P-Image and Big-Image to implement large-scale
and parallel processing in the cloud computing manner. Note that
our SICP is not limited to implement on MapReduce, any other
parallel processing framework is available, while MapReduce may
provide the relatively highest superiority due to its excellent fault
tolerance and load balancing. Meanwhile, industry giants like
Google etc.. have proved the high scalability of MapReduce in
real applications, likewise, our SICP can be surely scalable to a
more complex environment.
4.1
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Modeling for P-Image and Big-Image

Traditional image processing methods based on a single node
need to decode the images and store all of the gained image
information in memory. From this perspective, the image scale
would be seriously restricted to a low level due to the limited
memory space. Besides, when the processing is completed, the
image information stored in memory will be lost and thus, it would
demand another decoding when the image information is required
again. Such repeated decoding operations would undoubtedly drag
down the time efficiency of the whole processing procedure. In
addition, storing uncompressed big image data in the distributed
system will incur data redundancy. Here, we design P-Image and
Big-Image to release these constraints. Just as depicted in Fig. 2,
P-Image is actually the compressed version of the original image,
which only contains the necessary image information obtained
by decoding the initial input. The information that reserved in
P-Image includes the filename, the pixel values, and the widthheight of the initial image. To our best knowledge, almost all of the
image processing algorithms in computer vision are based on pixel
information. Thus, the information contained in P-Image is enough
for most of the image processing requirements. Once contained in
P-Image, these information would not get lost and hence, time
consumption will be greatly reduced by avoiding the repeated
decoding operations. In our design, we utilize a two-dimensional

.
..

Grey
0~255

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

RGB Model
(Band=3)

Grey Model
(Band=1)

Fig. 3: The differences between RGB color mode and Grey color
mode.
In image processing field, RGB and Grey color modes are the
most widely used color space to represent images. As depicted in
Fig. 3, RGB color mode contains a 1 × 3 array to store the key of
the three channels. By contrast, Grey color mode only contains a
single key. Despite this difference, the key ranges from 0 to 255 no
matter what the color mode is. Sometimes, we need to transform
the RGB mode to Grey mode when using P-Image. In our work,
we employ a famous formula of psychology to accomplish the
transformation:

M (x, y) =M (x, y)R × 0.2989 + M (x, y)G × 0.5870+
(1)
M (x, y)B × 0.1140,
where M (x, y) is a two dimensional matrix in which the elements
are Grey pixel values, M (x, y)R , M (x, y)G , M (x, y)B represents the value of red channel, the value of green channel and
the value of blue channel, respectively. In our design, different
key is stored in distinct color mode.
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Offset n
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P-Image n

Filename
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Pixel values

Fig. 2: The structure of P-Image.
matrix to store the pixel values corresponding to those stored in the
P-Image. By accessing the matrix, we can obtain the pixel values
at a high speed owing to the one-to-one correspondence between
the pixel coordinates recorded in the matrix and those contained
in P-Image.

Fig. 4: The structure of Big-Image.
Fig. 4 presents the structure of Big-Image which consists of
a data file and an index file. The data file is employed to store
the aforementioned P-Images, and the index file is utilized to
record the ID and Offset of each P-Image stored in the data
file. Here, we store the P-Images in Big-Image so as to save
memory space, avoid a loss of image information, and process
huge amount of images at a time. The catalogue of the index
file is made up of two fields, i.e. ID and Offset. The P-Image ID
is computed by the Hash function with the P-Image filename,
and the P-Image Offset denotes its corresponding location in
the data file. Indexing through the index file using the ID to
get the corresponding Offset, we can directly get the P-Images
stored in the data file to extract the needed image information
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for subsequent processing. Compared with the traditional small
image files, Big-Image effectively avoid the queueing delay. Users
can set a threshold controlling the size of Big-Image according
to the real applications. If the size of Big-Image is bigger than
the threshold, then a new level of file can be designed to store
multiple Big-Image files. The index structure is similar to that of
Big-Image indexing P-Image.
Header
...

Image Decode
(1...n)

..

.

Image
Information

Pixel,
Filename...

..

.

B-image
B-image

P-Image
(1...n)

P-Image
file

Algorithm 1 SICP Mechanism
/* Step 1: Produce P-Images */
P-Image: an image representation containing filename,
width-height, and pixel values;
Input: Image[1 . . . N];
1: for each Image[i] do
2:
Decode Image[i] to retain its filename, width, height, and
pixel values;
3: end for

Big-Image

Fig. 5: Image data flow of P-Image and Big-Image.
Fig. 5 illustrates the image data flow of P-Images and BigImage. Specifically, we obtain the P-Images by decoding the input
images at first to reserve the necessary information including
the filename, the width-height and the pixel values, and then
store these P-Images into Big-Image waiting to be processed in
subsequent stages. Note that producing P-Image and updating BigImage can be implemented in parallel with the image processing
already underway. Concretely, when new image data comes, SICP
decodes these images to produce P-Images and update Big-Image,
while at the same time, the already started image processing
can keep going on. Furthermore, Big-Image replaces the roles
of traditional small image files acting as input, the efficiency of
which will be validated in Section 6.3.
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8:

Big Image Data Processing on SICP

/* Step 3: Partition Big-Image */
GP[k ]: the k group of P-Images;
BLOCKSIZE: the size of GP[k];
NumMapTask: the number of Map Nodes;
NumMapTask←Big-Image.size/BLOCKSIZE+1;
Offset← 0; count← 1; i ← 0; k ← 1;
while NumMapTask> 0 do
while Offset<BLOCKSIZE∗count do
Extract the P-Image[i] from Big-Image.data according to
P-Image[i] Offset;
Insert P-Image[i] into GP[k ];
Offset←Offset+size of P-Image[i];
i ← i + 1;
end while
k ← k + 1;
Allocate GP[k ] to the corresponding Map Node;
NumMapTask←NumMapTask−1; count←count+1;
end while

9:
10:
11:

ew

4.2

/* Step 2: Produce Big-Image */
Big-Image: a huge file containing a data file and an index file;
ID: image filename; Offset: P-Image[i]’s size;
Offset←0;
for each P-Image[i] do
Offset←Offset+the size of P-Image[i];
Insert ID and Offset of P-Image[i] into Big-Image.index;
Insert P-Image[i] into Big-Image.data;
end for
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Traditional image processing methods usually utilize the small
image files as serial processing units, which seriously limits
the processing efficiency and even results in a breakdown once
the cluster fails to timely process such huge amounts of small
image files. To overcome these constraints, our SICP mechanism
provides a different design. Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code
for the implementation of SICP and Fig.6 illustrates the big image
data processing on SICP.
Step 1: Produce P-Images. Since that all of the images are
typically represented by the structured data after encoding, we
firstly produce P-Images. Different from the traditional image processing procedure, P-Image, which is composed of the extracted
necessary information, successfully helps to avoid the repeated
and time-consuming decoding operation and most importantly, it
helps to release memory demanding by storing the numerous PImages in the hard disk.
Step 2: Produce Big-Image. After Step 1, we design a special
representation of file called Big-Image to store all of the gained
P-Images. Big-Image consists of a data file to store the P-Images
and an index file to store the corresponding ID and Offset (Line
4 to 8). Owing to the elegant design of the index structure, BigImage contributes a lot to rapidly locate the P-Images required for
processing. Besides, Big-Image contributes a lot to reduce the disk
I/O when compared with conventional small files.
Step 3: Partition Big-Image. The core of our SICP lies in
the parallel processing on a cluster of machines by utilizing the
computing resources provided by the distributed system. Therefore, the single Big-Image needs to be partitioned into several
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groups to be processed on the Map Nodes (see the introduction
of MapReduce in Section 2) in parallel. The P-Image amount in
each group can be set in accordance with the real applications.
Search the P-Images stored in the data file via their corresponding
Offsets, and then insert these P-Images into one group (Line 10 to
15).
After the partition of Big-Image, each Map Node would deal
with its corresponding GP [k] (the k th group of P-Images) in
parallel to gain pixel values and accomplish feature extraction.
We call this processing procedure mapping function, i.e. M {·},
which takes GP [k] as input. The eventually gained features can
be defined as

FI (k) = M {GP [k]} ,

(2)

where FI (k) represents the total features of each GP [k] after
the M {·} operation. The gained FI (k) would act as input to
the reducing function, i.e. R {·}, in which αk is another input
coefficient(we will define the role of αk shortly). The final output
O is expressed as equation (3),
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Fig. 6: The SICP mechanism.
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In the reducing operation, the features FI (k) obtained from
each M {·} would be collected for the subsequent processing,
such as classification, retrieval, detection, etc.. In equation (3), αk
can be set as 1 or 0 according to the specific response algorithms.
For instance, image classification and image retrieval require all
the FI (k) and therefore, each αk would be set as 1; for image
detection which only needs one FI (k), only the related αk would
be set as 1 while all of the others would be set as 0.
According to the well-designed working mechanism of SICP
elaborated above, the boost in time efficiency of our work largely
results from the parallel processing. All of the operations, i.e.,
partitioning Big-Image, gaining pixel values, extracting features,
mapping, reducing, etc., can be implemented in parallel. Apparently, compared with traditional methods taking single image file as
input to be processed serially, P-Image and Big-Image contribute
a lot to the parallel processing in SICP mechanism. Instead of
suffering a breakdown of the cluster, SICP guarantees a stable
processing procedure even when the image scale reaches a huge
extent, which largely attributes to the high scalability that the cloud
computing platform owns. With the excellent cloud computing
capability, the image processing equals to processing several big
image files after the simple partition of Big-Image. In Section
6.4, convincing experimental results would powerfully validate
the high efficiency of SICP.

Master
Proxy
Forward

Response
Algorithm

Matching
Module

The typical structure of a
common distributed file system

Slave

Allocate

Master

Allocate

Allocate

Re

Slave
Slave

Fig. 7: The model of DICP.

vi

distributed file system where Master accepts the requests from the
client and then allocates these requests to those Slaves. Owing to
this working mechanism, the new-coming requests that demand
urgent processing can not get immediate response. To this end,
we design an effective distributed processing mechanism which is
implemented by working with the inherent working procedure of
a common distributed file system in parallel. The core design of
DICP is depicted in the top part of Fig.7, emphasized in Fig. 8. In
our DICP mechanism, we design a Master Proxy and a Matching
Module on the basis of traditional distributed file system, which
cooperate to provide high stability and pressure resistance. Algorithm 2 presents the main implementation procedure of DICP.
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Request

4.3

Dynamic Image Cloud Processing

Since that SICP is proposed mainly for efficiently processing
large-scale images that have already been stored in the distributed
system, then, we wonder what if the new-coming image files
require an urgent processing and immediate response. To solve
this problem, we propose a complementary processing mechanism
named DICP to perfectly meet the requirement of dynamic input
and urgent processing. Different from SICP, DICP may mainly
benefit the small requests from the mobile terminals, while the
image data amount still keeps huge when considering the millions
of simultaneous terminal requests.
The typical structure of a common distributed system provides
no specific image processing operation, let alone an effective
mechanism. As depicted in the bottom part of Fig. 7, one Master and numerous Slaves play the main roles in the traditional

Master Proxy

Accessible
parameters

Matching Module
Configuration
File

Successful
matching

Scheduling

Fig. 8: The core design of DICP.
Step 1: Master Proxy (Line 1 to 4). The Master Proxy accepts
the requests from the client, and then starts the main thread
to transmit these requests to Master to obtain other necessary
processing information that the traditional distributed system can
provide. In parallel, a vice thread will be started to extract the
parameters (the image filename and extension) from the request
and transfer the parameters to the Matching Module.
Step 2: Matching Module (Line 5 to 11). When the parameters have been transmitted into the Matching Module, multiple
threads will be started to extract the image filename and extension
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Algorithm 2 DICP Mechanism

5.1

/* Step 1: Master Proxy */
1: for each request from the client do
2:
The main thread transmits the request to the Master;
3:
Start a vice thread to extract the parameters from the request

and transfer the parameters to the Matching Module;
4: end for

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

/* Step 2: Matching Module */
FN: the pre-set image filename in Matching Module;
FE: the pre-set image extension in Matching Module;
for each parameter from Master Proxy do
Extract image filename and extension from the parameters;
Gain FN and FE from the configuration file;
if parameter.filename=FN and parameter.extension=
FE then
Start a new thread and call the corresponding algorithm;
end if
end for

r
Fo

from these parameters to be matched with the configuration
information that have been pre-set in the configuration file (Line
5 to 7). If the accessible parameters successfully match with those
set beforehand according to real applications, then, the scheduling
mechanism would call the related response algorithms in computer
vision area, such as image detection, image retrieval, image
classification, etc.. Then, the processing information provided by
the Master-Slave mechanism will be used to collaborate with
the response algorithms to accomplish corresponding requests.
For instance, when the client of the mobile terminal asks for
image retrieval, Master Proxy will transmits the requests to the
Master-Slave and our designed Matching Module. In Matching
Module, the accessible parameters refined from the requests will
be matched with that set in the configuration file beforehand, and
if successfully matched, the scheduling mechanism will call the
image processing algorithms (e.g. [13][31]) that have been defined
in the configuration file to accomplish image retrieval with the
processing information provided by Master-Slave. Otherwise, if
the parameters fail to be matched, no response will be returned
to the client. From this perspective, DICP owes its immediate response to the particular design of the parallel processing modules:
one is used to gain the processing information, while the other
determines what operation should be implemented.
Note that it is exactly the multithreading design of DICP that
greatly enhances the parallelism and hence successfully implements the robust pressure resistance rather than an overload of
the cluster on the dynamic input even with a heavy traffic. The
experimental results presented in Section 6.5 would prove the
stability and pressure resistance of DICP.

Experimental Environment

We provide representative results achieved on the challenging
ImageNet [30] dataset running on Hadoop-1.0.3 cluster of two
IBM minicomputers, each of which equips with 16-core 2.2GHz
IBM CPU and 30GB memory space. Since the hardware architecture of IBM minicomputer is ppc64 bits, we used Java6
SDK also released by IBM to perform better compatibility. The
operating system of the two minicomputers is SuseLinuxEnterprise11. In order to bring the Hadoop cluster into full play, we
set mapre.map.tasks as 24 and mapred.reduce.tasks as 8, both of
which are key setup parameters of Hadoop. In our cluster, the
number of Map Node is 8.
5.2

ImageNet Dataset

ImageNet [30] is a large-scale image dataset aiming to provide
researchers an easily accessible image database and it is organized
according to the WordNet hierarchy. Each meaningful concept in
WordNet, possibly described by multiple words or word phrases,
is called a synonym set or synset. There are more than 100,000
synsets in WordNet, majority of which are nouns (80,000+). In
ImageNet, approximately 1,000 images are provided to illustrate
each synset, and images of each synset are quality-controlled and
human-annotated. In its completion, ImageNet will offer tens of
millions of cleanly sorted images for most of the synsets in the
WordNet hierarchy.
In our aforementioned three experiments, we chose 10,000
images of the same resolution 640 × 480 as the dataset denoted
by ImageNet-B to validate the efficiency of Big-Image as an input
file; 1,000,000 images of different categories as a dataset represented by ImageNet-S to verify the processing efficiency of SICP;
and 200 images resized to no larger than 800 × 800 indicated by
ImageNet-D to test the stability and pressure resistance of DICP.
Fig.9 shows the sample images from the ImageNet dataset. Here,
ImageNet-B, ImageNet-S and ImageNet-D are independent.
Note that the images from ImageNet-B must be kept the same
resolution so as to guarantee a fair condition when comparing
the input efficiency between Big-Image and traditional small
image files. Meanwhile, in order to exactly infer the disparity in
efficiency when separately regarding Big-Image and traditional
small image files as input, sufficient images need to be contained
and here, experimental setting is 10,000. Similarly, since that SICP
is aimed at boosting the time efficiency in processing big image
data, the image scale of ImageNet-S should reach a relatively
high level so as to persuasively validate the superiority of SICP
over traditional methods based on a single node. Here, we choose
1,000,000 images to provide convincing results. As for ImageNetD, we initially planed to contain 1,000 images, yet seriously
restricted by the number of our experimental devices for the
moment. Hence, we finally chose 200 images as ImageNet-D and
each image in ImageNet-D was resized to no larger than 800×800
to serve as the dynamic input processed by DICP mechanism. It
deserves to be mentioned that the scale of ImageNet-D is plausible
to reflect the DICP mechanism to some extent, and the scale is
expected to be increased as the experimental environment gets
improved, which will be convinced in our future work.
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E XPERIMENTS

This section provides comprehensive experimental evidence
for the performance of our proposed ICP: 1) to validate the
efficiency of Big-Image over the traditional small image files when
acting as input; 2) to verify the time efficiency of SICP when
processing large-scale static image data; 3) to prove the stability
and pressure resistance of DICP when processing the dynamic
input.
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5.3

Efficiency of Big-Image as An Input File

In this part, we utilize ImageNet-B to compare the input
efficiency between Big-Image and traditional small image files.
Each time, the number of input images without any preprocessing
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the input images reach such an extensive scale that the cluster just
cannot process them timely, then the later input must be delayed,
which leads the input time to gain a sharp boost just as presented
in Fig. 10. By contrast, our well-designed Big-Image successfully
releases this constraint by merging the small image files into a
large one and then partitioning the large file into several cells to
be processed in parallel. Thus, it equals to process several files
no matter how many images are input. From this perspective, the
increase of image scale has little influence on the efficiency of
Big-Image when used as input file.

(a) sample images from ImageNet-B

(b) Sample images from ImageNet-S

r
Fo

(c)Sample images from ImageNet-D

Re

Fig. 9: Sample images from ImageNet.

is equal to that contained in a single Big-Image. As depicted
in Fig. 10, the line marked with squares stands for the growth
tendency of traditional small image files’ input time, while the
one marked with diamonds is for Big-Image. Here, we only count
the input time (input Big-Image into the devices), not including the
consumption of producing P-Image and Big-Image, the reason for
which has been discussed at the end part of Section 4.1. The input
cost of different image amount is labeled next to the corresponding
coordinate point. For instance, (4,935) represents the time cost of
inputting 10,000 traditional small image files. From Fig. 10, it is
hard to tell any difference from the two smooth linearity curves
when the input number is limited to less than 500. However, once
the input amount is larger than 500, subtle difference starts to
appear especially when the image scale exceeds 1,000. When
inputting 1,000 images, the input consumption of small image
files is 562 seconds, 1.6 times of that of Big-Image which only
costs 352 seconds. In Fig. 10, 1,000 images can be regarded as a
turning point, after which the curve representing traditional small
images shows an exponential increase while the curve representing
single Big-Image remains a smooth and gently linear growth.
When inputting 2,000 images, the input time of small image files is
1,093 seconds, nearly 1.83 times of that of Big-Image which only
costs 598 seconds. When increasing the image amount to 4,000,
the input consumption of small image files is nearly 3.18 times
of that of Big-image. Once the image scale reaches to 10,000,
the input time of small image files soars to 4,935 seconds while
Big-Image only costs 780 seconds, the comparison is about 6.33
times. According to the growth tendency of the two curves, we can
infer that when the scale of input images soars to a certain level,
the superiority of our Big-Image will be revealed more obviously.
The conspicuous contrast of efficiency between the two forms of
input owns to the well-designed processing mechanism of BigImage. Considering the input of traditional small image files, once

Fig. 10: The comparison of efficiency between Big-Image and
traditional small image files as input.

5.4

vi

Time Efficiency of SICP

In this section, we aim to validate the time efficiency of SICP
by using ImageNet-S to implement two classical image processing
algorithms, i.e. Harris [31] and SIFT [13], both on ICP and
OpenCV. OpenCV is a prevalent framework also designed for
improving computational efficiency and with a strong focus on
real applications. Therefore, we employ OpenCV to represent the
traditional image processing method based on a single node. To
guarantee a fair comparing condition, we use two machines to
implement OpenCV, which cooperate to process the same image
data as SICP framework. Here, considering the performance of
the cluster, we set the NumMapTask as 32, and the BLOCKSIZE
is accordingly 3200MB. From the results obtained from ICP and
OpenCV, time efficiency of SICP would gain creditable verification.
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5.4.1 Harris
The Harris [31] corner detector is a popular interest point
detector due to its strong invariance to rotation, scale, illumination
variation and image noise. Based on the local auto-correlation
function, Harris is utilized to cater for image regions containing
texture and isolated features. Since the algorithmic complexity of
Harris is at a relatively low level, it is efficient enough to process
small-scale images on a single machine. However, despite the
simpleness of image algorithms such as Harris, the requirement for
time efficiency based on a single node is hard to meet along with
the increasing scale of big image data. Our SICP is proposed to
release this restriction, which successfully achieves high efficiency
when processing the big image data stored in the distributed
system. Table 1 records the experimental results of SICP and
OpenCV when processing different scales of images.
From the experimental results recorded in Table 1, when the
number of images is only 10,000, the processing time of SICP
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TABLE 1: The comparison between SICP and OpenCV on Harris.
#Image
OpenCV(min)
SICP(min)

10,000
7.91
12.81

50,000
37.62
27.47

100,000
83.69
49.02

500,000
419.72
79.62

1,000,000
866.79
148.28

is 12.9 minutes, 4.89 minutes longer than that of OpenCV. The
rationale for this unexpected result owns to the low complexity
of Harris which can be implemented efficiently even on a single
node. Recall what has been elaborated in Section 4, the processing
mechanism of SICP requires some preprocessing such as decoding
the images to get P-Image, the mergence and segmentation of BigImage, etc.. Time cost of these necessary operations accounts for a
large proportion in the total cost of small-scale images processing.
Therefore, the superiority of SICP over traditional methods based
on a single node is hard to demonstrate when the image amount
is limited to a low level, which, however, can be desirably solved
by employing our DICP mechanism. Table 1 gives a desirable
comparison when the number of images reaches 50,000, where
the processing time of SICP is 10.15 minutes less than that of
OpenCV. Along with the increasing number of images, we can
validate the efficiency of SICP through a simple calculation. For
example, time cost of OpenCV is 1.7 times of SICP’s when
processing 100,000 images, and this comparison reaches 5.3 times
when processing 500,000 images. Furthermore, when the scale
of images boosts to 1,000,000, we can see a comparison of 5.8
times. Based on this growth tendency, we can expect that our ICP
framework would undoubtedly outperform OpenCV, whatever the
complexity of algorithms, provided that the number of images is
large enough.

r
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and 500,000, time consumption of OpenCV is more than 10 and
11.4 times of SICP, respectively. Once the number of images
soars to 1,000,000, we can observe 16.35 times in processing cost
that OpenCV exceeds SICP. The analyzed experimental results
have powerfully validated the increasing superiority of SICP over
OpenCV along with the growing image scale.
According to the analysis of Table 1 and Table 2, we can
draw the conclusion that both of the algorithmic complexity and
the image scale can influence the performance of SICP while the
image scale plays the dominate role. Despite the low algorithmic
complexity, high efficiency of SICP over the conventional methods
based on a single node can be apparently revealed as long as
the number of images is large enough. Considering the practical
applications in image processing field, the complexity of image
processing algorithms is usually higher than Harris and SIFT, and
besides, the image scale is much larger than that contained in
our ImageNet-S. Hence, we can obviously obtain high efficiency
when employing SICP to implement image processing algorithms
that involve big image data stored in the distributed system. The
real applications have not been evaluated due to the experimental
environment and data amount. However, Google etc. industry
giants have been successfully processing an increasing number of
big data on MapReduce, which largely benefits from the inherent
scalability that MapReduce possesses. In this sense, it can be
scalable to accomplish those demanding tasks in real applications
with our framework.
5.4.3

Comparison of Visual Results

vi

Re

5.4.2 SIFT
SIFT[13] (Scale-invariant feature transform) is a popular algorithm for extracting distinctive invariant features from images
that can be used to perform reliable matching between different
views of an object or scene. The features are invariant to image
scale and rotation and are shown to provide robust matching across
a substantial range of affine distortion, change in 3D viewpoint,
addition of noise, and change in illumination. As one of the most
classical local feature algorithms in recent 10 years, SIFT not
only contributes a lot to the academic community but also gains
the acceptance from the industries in computer vision, machine
learning, graphics, and other related areas. Compared with Harris,
the algorithmic complexity of SIFT is much higher, which results
in a larger time consumption even when processing small-scale
images on a single node. Owing to this, the aforementioned time
cost of the necessary preprocessing of SICP only accounts for
a little proportion in the whole processing time. Hence, SICP
outperforms OpenCV by a large margin even when processing
small-scale images. Table 2 gives the experimental results of SICP
and OpenCV when separately implementing SIFT.

We have verified the time efficiency of SICP in Section
6.4.1 and 6.4.2, yet another factor that also counts a lot in the
performance evaluation of ICP framework draws our attention,
i.e., the visual results of local features. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 presents
some example images of our experimental results on Harris and
SIFT, respectively. Each couple of identical images separately
processed by ICP and OpenCV are regarded as one group.
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TABLE 2: The comparison between SICP and OpenCV on SIFT.
#Image
OpenCV(min)
SICP(min)

10,000
181.87
20.11

50,000
1012.80
102.52

100,000
2065.69
203.63

500,000
10439.22
913.05

1,000,000
20962.52
1281.80

Just as recorded in Table 2, time cost of OpenCV when processing 10,000 images is 9.09 times of that when using SICP, and
this comparison reaches more than 9.879 times when the number
of images is 50,000. When the image scale boosts to 100,000

Fig. 11: Examples of visual experimental results on Harris. The
odd and even number of columns present the images processed on
ICP and OpenCV, respectively.
From Fig. 11, we can clearly observe that both ICP and
OpenCV have successfully detected the interest points by implementing Harris, while ICP obviously performs more plausibly
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images each time, and for the second, the number of uploaded
images each time was random but always no more than 10.

Fig. 13: Stability test on DICP with different algorithms.
Fig. 12: Examples of visual experimental results on SIFT. The odd
and even number of columns present the images processed on ICP
and OpenCV, respectively.
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from the perspective of subjective assessment. For instance, the
left twin images in the 1st row shows the similar number of
interest points while the left group listed in the 3rd row presents
different results where ICP has apparently detected more interest
points than OpenCV. Other groups of twin images in Fig. 11
can also prove the superiority of our ICP over OpenCV when
considering both time efficiency and local visual results. Fig. 12
provides another convincing instance where the left twin images
presented in the 1st row show similar results while the middle
group in the bottom row presents much difference in which
ICP extracts feature points further more accurately than OpenCV
via subjective evaluation. Similarly, other groups listed in Fig.
12 demonstrate the better performance of ICP over OpenCV
in different degrees when implementing SIFT. According to the
aforementioned analysis, we can conclude that though our SICP
is aimed at boosting the time efficiency of processing big image
data, it does not compromise the quality of the visual processing
results and the performance of procedure in between. From this
perspective, our ICP framework outperforms traditional processing methods based on a single node such as OpenCV in significant
measure.

Fig. 13 illustrates the experimental results of Harris and SIFT
on DICP; In Fig. 13, the curve marked with diamonds represents
the processing time of regular 10 images; the curve marked with
squares stands for the processing time of a random number of
images, and the value in the brackets labeled next to each square
is the corresponding image amount. Observing from (a) and (b) in
Fig. 13, when the number of images is fixed to 10, the processing
cost of each time always differs less than 5 seconds, which
illustrates that our DICP mechanism can work steadily when the
image amount is fixed. Taking a closer look at the results of the
random input, we can validate the stability of our DICP after a
simple calculation. In (a), we can calculate the average processing
time (measured in seconds) of each case: 7.5, 8, 8, 2.7, 4, 4.4,
5.3, 3.8, 4.3, 3.6. The dissimilarity between the highest and lowest
time is only 5.3 seconds. Another persuasive argument draws our
attention to (b). After a simple calculation, we get the average
processing time (measured in seconds) of each case: 2.9, 4.1, 4.8,
5.3, 7.5, 3.125, 7.5, 3.3, 3.6, 3. The disparity between the highest
and lowest time is only 4.6 seconds. By analyzing the results
gained from the regular and random input, we have successfully
validated the stability of our DICP mechanism.
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Performance of DICP

Just as mentioned in Section 5 , the key success of DICP
mainly depends on its stability and pressure resistance. Hence,
in this part, we would like to present two types of experiments
using our ImageNet-D to separately evaluate the stability and the
pressure resistance of DICP. Here, the performance of DICP is
also validated via Harris and SIFT algorithms.
5.5.1 Stability of DICP
Here, we define the stability of our DICP mechanism as follows: Each time, no matter how many small-scale and new-coming
images need to be processed, the average processing time of each
image is always in a little range. To test the stability of DICP,
we uploaded a small number of images in series. Specifically, we
uploaded several images each time, and this operation would be
repeated for 10 times with little time slot. Here, we uploaded the
images for two turns. For the first turn, we regularly uploaded 10

Pressure Resistance of DICP

Pressure resistance represents the load capacity of our ICP
framework. To prove the pressure resistance of DICP, we constantly uploaded the 200 images from ImageNet-D to observe if
the cluster would fail to timely process these continuous input
and result in a breakdown. The correspondence between the
processing time and the completion rate is clearly depicted in
Fig. 14. As is known to all, the procedures of image input and
image processing are parallel, while the time cost of input is
much less than that of processing. Due to this, once the input
images fail to be processed in time, the whole framework would
possibly gain an undesirable breakdown. In our experiment, we
continually input the images from ImageNet-D to be processed,
which have already overstepped the load limit of the cluster, yet
no breakdown came along. Instead, just as depicted in Fig. 14, the
processing time and the completion rate show a linear relationship,
and it is exactly the linear increase that powerfully validates the
excellent pressure resistance of our DICP due to the good ability
of its internal scheduling described in Section 5. According to
Fig. 14, we can infer that if we can successfully upload 1,000
images without the limitation of experimental devices, we can
get the similar linear increase just like that depicted in Fig. 14,
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whereas the total processing time would undoubtedly enhance.
From this perspective, as long as the cluster is large enough to
support the large number of input images, our DICP mechanism
can still show its robust pressure resistance. While the superiority
of DICP is hard to reveal once the image scale is too large due
to the limited devices, our SICP mechanism is ready to show its
good performance.

mechanism, whereas it is probably the scheduling mechanism that
might affect the performance of DICP, say, waiting for the query
usually costs most of the time. We have been devoted to proposing
a comprehensive scheduling mechanism that can achieve both
robust pressure resistance and low time cost. According to the
experimental evaluation, our ICP framework has gained significant
advancements in boosting the time efficiency of image processing,
and our efforts may perfect this target in the near future.

6
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Fig. 14: Pressure resistance test on DICP.

5.6

Discussion

Re

In aforementioned experiments, performance of our proposed
ICP framework has been powerfully validated on the Hadoop
cluster. It deserves to be mentioned that our ICP framework is
mainly aimed at improving processing efficiency, so we choose
to compare with the traditional image processing framework
based on a single node, e.g. OpenCV, a prevalent framework also
designed for improving computational efficiency and with a strong
focus on real applications. As two novel data representations, PImage and Big-Image show their superiority in minimizing the
input consumption just as depicted in Fig.10, which contributes
a lot to reduce the whole image processing period when compared with traditional image processing approaches. Since that the
procedure of producing P-Images and Big-Image needs certain
slot cost, the image scale must be large enough to show the
advancement of SICP on the I/O efficiency over traditional small
image files, which, however, needs no doubt because our SICP
is actually aimed at processing big image data. And on the other
hand, just as discussed in the end part of Section 4.1, the image
processing, P-Image producing, and Big-Image producing can be
implemented in parallel, which demonstrates that producing PImage and Big-Image will not drag down the whole efficiency.
The experimental results presented in Table 1 and Table 2 provide
representative instances to verify the time efficiency of SICP
in processing images with different algorithms. Low-complexity
algorithms and small-scale images would make serious constraints
on the performance of SICP, which might be even inferior to
traditional methods based on a single node. Again, since our SICP
is employed to process large-scale images in the cloud computing
manner, no matter the complexity of image processing algorithms
or the image amount will be far higher than that in our experiment.
The boost of time efficiency does not mean that we ignore the
quality of the final processing results, which can be certified
through the example results presented in Fig.11 and Fig.12. Just
as Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 have validated, DICP owns high stability
and pressure resistance due to its effective internal scheduling

C ONCLUSION

This paper elaborates an effective distributed processing
framework named ICP aiming to efficiently process the largescale image data without compromising the results quality. ICP
contains two types of processing mechanism, i.e. SICP and DICP,
to achieve effective processing on the static big image data and
the dynamic input, respectively. Collaborating with MapReduce,
P-Image and Big-Image play the key roles of SICP to boost the
time efficiency. Relying on the two newly proposed structures,
time efficiency would be greatly improved by utilizing SICP to
process large-scale images stored in the distributed system when
compared with traditional methods based on a single node. If
the new-coming image files need to be processed urgently, DICP
allows for immediate response without any delay to avoid undermined problems. Extensive experiments have been conducted
on ImageNet dataset to validate the efficiency of ICP. From the
desirable results, we believe that big image data processing is
a promising direction, which calls for endeavor in infrastructure,
computing framework, modeling, learning algorithm, applications,
and all walks of life.
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